
Third Semester Practice Exam (Lessons 1-74) Answers

Part 1. Use these words to finish the sentences: 
adult, ambulance, borrow, corn, criminal, culture, dust, factory, garage, 

goose, grapefruit, grocery store, lend, neighbor, photographer, population, 

saw, stinky, store, square, suburban, triangle, rural, urban, wheat

1. A photographer is a person who takes pictures.

2. The English didn't know how to grow corn when they came to 

America.

3. You can borrow books at the library.

4. A goose is a bigger bird than a duck.

5. An adult is a person who isn't a child.

6. China has a population of 1,300,000,000 people!

7. Urban means city.

8. Suburban means near the city.

9. Rural means far from the city. 

10.Your never clean your house!   There's dust on everything!

11.You can use a saw for cutting down trees.

12.A square is a shape with four corners.

13.An ambulance is for driving people to the hospital quickly.

14.Somebody who breaks laws is a criminal.
15.We don't have any milk.  We need to go to the grocery store.



Part 2.  Write the past tense, the past participle and the Chinese:

1. go went gone 去

2. find    found found 找到

3. dream dream dreamed 夢想

4. draw drew drawn 畫畫

5. shut      shut shut 關閉

6. shoot shot shot 射

7. wear       wore worn 穿著

8. break broke broken 破掉; 壞掉

9. hold    held held 握著

10.  teach taught taught 教

Part 3. 寫出下列句子正確的動詞時態

1. I've borrowed too much money this week.  (borrow)

2. Ben hasn't watched any TV programs since March.  (watch)

3. I hate washing the dog!  (wash)

4. My mother wrote a great book when she was young.  (wrote)

5. I don't remember how to say  that word.  (say)

6. He hasn't eaten today because he wants to be thin.  (eat)

7. She's ridden in a space ship before! (ride)

8. My dog  runs five kilometers everyday.  (run)

9. The president leads the country. (lead)

10. Spies try to learn a lot of secrets. (learn)



Part 4.  Write the plural noun and the Chinese:
1. inspector   inspector 檢查員

2. spy spies 間諜

3. continent continents 大洲

4. diary diaries 日記

5. spoon     spoons 湯匙

6. secret secrets 秘密

7. potato potatoes 馬鈴薯

8. ruler rulers 尺 / 統治者

9. dictionary dictionaries 辭典

10. class classes 班級

Part 5.  Make adverbs and write the Chinese

1. careful  carefully 小心

2. beautiful beautifully 美麗

3. thorough thoroughly 徹底

4. tight tightly 緊

5. true   truly 真實

6. easy easily 簡單

7. good well 好

8. fast fast 快

9. clever cleverly 聰明

10. bright brightly 亮



Part 6.   Answer the questions

1. Do you need flour to make bread?
Yes, you need flour to make bread.

2. Where does a waiter usually work?
A waiter usually works at a restaurant.

3. What does an king do?
A king rules a country.  (leads a country 也可以)

4. What do we use a brush for?
We use a brush for brushing our hair.

5. Where can you buy medicine?
You can buy medicine at the drug store.

Part 7.   Write at least 8 sentences about a character you liked from a 
story we've read or listened to.

I liked Sara in The Little Princess.  Her father was rich and gave her a lot 
of things.  Some rich girls were unkind, but Sara was different.  She liked 
stories more than dolls.  She liked friends more than expensive things. 
She was nice to everybody, even the servants.  When Sara was poor and 
hungry she found some money.  She bought bread with it, but she gave 
her bread to another girl who was poorer and hungrier.  Sara was a very 
good person.


